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INTRODUCTION
To psychology belongs the peculiar distinction of being
everybody's science. For since every human being has a mind,
ho science which deals with human phenomena must have a pe-
culiarly intimate rnd constant appeal. It is true that v.e all
deal with physics and chemistry, biology and astronomy and
some of the other sciences, to sore extent. But psychology
is particularly distinguished as that science whose facts and
laws we are perpetually oxhi iting. We may close our eyes
and shut out most of the physical world, but there is no such
door we can close tn the mental world.
.hether we wil or no, then, we are all interested in the
science of psychology. V.'e may not yet have organized our know-
ledge into nything like a true science and we may still be
unaware of how cause and effect operate to produce our
thoughts and feelings, our ambitions and sorrows, but in
spite of this we aro all at least amateur psychologists, .or
since our minds are the only means we possess whereby to
gain experience, psychology is our chief concern. Do we suc-
ceed or fail in some cherished undertaking? Can we make or
keep friends, or do we find ourselves at middle age bereft
of agreeable companions? It is because we have applied our
psychological information well or badly.
It would seom then that a scientific study of this field
of human interest would be extremely profitable. e neod to
do more than 'muddle tliru" our psychological nroblems; we
need to know the most intricate workings of the mental mech-
anism in order not only to 3ave the time and energy we now
C
waste in guesswork, but alio to direct our ambitions and plans
in the most rofitable manner ossible. "Knowledge i» power"
said Francis Bacon,— power for the benefit and use of men."
The study of psychology furnishes Just such power; it is the
most profitable investment a man can make.
Psychology is commonly defined as the science of mind
or of consciousness or of human experience. Such definitions,
while admirable for their brevity and compactness do not ex-
plain the matter sufficiently nor do they sharpen our curi-
osity to investigate any further. .11 these terms,—mind,
consciousness and experience,—are too vague and general. Be-
sides, they lead us to suppose that because each nan has a
mind, a consciousness, and an experience, he has therefore
a scientific acquaintance with them. This is of course,not so.
In addition, man of our experiences flatly contradict each
other and so make it impossible for any scientific value to
be attached to them. For example, the motto, "Too many cocks
spoil the broth is opposed by the axim, "In the multitude
of councilors there is safety . Psychology is not merely a
nodding acquaintance with mind or experience; it is rather a
study of how mind develops and under what conditions it pros-
peri or decays; of ho?/ consciousness originates, as well as
why it is often alternately clear and cloudy, and so on.
From this it is apoarent that no tabloid definition of
psychology can be supplied. The field is too large and com-
plex to be passed over so briefly; nevertheless, we may say
that psychology deals v.ith all such things as thinking, feel-
ing, acting, memorising, forgetting, intending and resolving,
I
with how things get known by us and how they get organized
into our available kno.,l3dre* It deals with pleasure and
discomfort, foar and joy and with all tho host of emotions
and sentiments, with walking and running, fatigue and sleep,
honestry r nd treachery, skill and imbecility.
In brief, Psychology is the science of human activities
in its largest and most pervasive sense * For mind la its last
analysis is action, the action of human beings in the midst
of their environment • ; o t of this action we call sense-per-
ception, some we call thinking, some we call fooling, some
re call skill , some we call imagination and so on thru a long
list of mental powers and functions.
If mind is activity, v:e mi^ht well ask the question, "of
whrt is it the activity. r It would be absurd to reply that,
"T.'lnd is the activity of our mind." Way we venture to say
that rental activity on the physiolonical side jis a combin-
ation of nhyaical , chemical and electrical energies devel-
oped by the nerves, nzuscles and glands of the human organism .
Psychology is the science of the how and the why of think-
ing, f :ollng end doing and it explains these rocessos in terms
of the dynamos and motors of the hum -n body— -its brain, its
muscles and its glands. It is not our mind that does our
thinking, but it is tho sum of our thinkings, feelings, doings
thst is our mind, nd thib vast collection of mental activi-
ties, this novel, su .tie and intricate assemblage of energies
is generated by the human body as the result of its immediate
contacts with the en ironment in much the same way as elec-
m
tricity may be generated by a turbine that has been placed in

the mi^et of a waterfall. In Sherrington's striking words,
Environment drives the brain and the brain drives the rest
of the body," When
.hen, then, we speak of cental mechanisns we mean come
apparatus of the body (glands, nerves, muscles) for the pur-
pose f transforming the common energies of nature into the
s; ecicl enorgiei known as mental. A bowl of soapsuds is a
m chanism for making bub> ' s, two sticks of wood are the
mechanise for making a fire and a cookstovo with a flu© find
a damper is a mechanism for making biscuits. In the same
way the special structures In the body known as the sene©
organs, brain, glands, "uscles, are mechanisms for producing
skill, thought, memory, a '•-it ion, and the like. For since
we always find minds only connected with bodies, we are con-
vinced that these various special bodily structuros are es-
sential for the development and integrity of the mind*
This conviction has the finest kind of support. To be-
gin with, as we ascend higher in the scale of life and in-
telligcnce, we i'ind an increasingly higher and more complex
nervous organization* .secondly, brain defects such as decay
and wounds, give rise to mental incapacities. Thirdly, poisons
affecting the body also impair the rind. Fourthly, fatigue of
the body gradually dulls the mental capacities. Fifthly, the
'speed of thought' 1 has been identified with the speed of thi
nervous current. And so on throughout an extended list of
scientific discoveries wkich reveal to us many of the inti-
mate secrets of our physical and mental existence.
Let it not be su posed, however, that the term "montal

iitl Hill l"! | at all materialistic. Materialism identifies
matter and mind completely while mechanistic psychology
calls mind activity. The difference betv/een the two concep-
tions is profound. Materialism denies the existence of mind
while mechanistic psychology merely seeks to explain it by
the most obvious and convenient mean^ v;hich ten centuries of
patient scientific investigation have placed at our dispos-
al. Let us then at once turn to an examination of how the
mechanisms of the brain aorve to transform the common en-
ergies of nature into the special • lorgies of mind.
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THh PHYSIOLOGICAL BASIS of the PSYCHOLOGY Of LEARNING
CHAPTErt I
THE STRUCTURE arid FUNCTION Of the 1I5RV0US SYSTEM
The brain is the central telephone exchange which regu-
lates both vital and mental functions. The brain is not the
source of either life or thought, but rather the instrument
by which the organisation of vital and mental functions is
finally perfected. The central office of a telephone system
does not originate the conversation of the subscribers, but
merely furnishes the interconnections. Likewise, the brain
is the instrument whereby man's many energies may be guided
and combined and brought into harmonious and profitable rela-
tions with one another. Every cell of the body is alive and
brimming over with chemical and electrical energy, every cell
of the body is also vaguely or blindly sentient, seeking in
some way to grow, to persevere, and to reproduce ;but v/ithout
the brain to render mutually democratic all of these myriad
striving units, the body would be chaos, lacking that uni-
fication and direction which go by the name of mind, o let
us examine one of the elements of this communicating mechan-
ism in detail.
No matter how intricate a piece of tapestry may be, if
you unravel it, it will be found to be made of many colored
threads some long and some short, but all of them neverthe-
less threads. Such finally indivisible parts are called the
t"
structural units of the tapestry. Similarly If the central
nervous system were to "be analyzed, v/e should be able to In-
dicate and Isolate its structural units in the same manner,
.wing to their extreme amallnoss, these tiniest parts of the
nervous system cannot be isolated by hand; but with the aid
of a microscope they can be readily seen in all their minute
detail. Such structural units of the nervoua system are
called neurones.
The t pical neurone is best described as a long white
fiber, somewhere along the course of which a roundish gray
mass, the nerve cell body, is located. Physiologist! regard
the cell body as the more Important, since it is the nutrition
center of the neurone; but for psychology the fiber along
which the nervous impulse parses is the more highly signifi-
cant part. If the nucleus of the cell body dies or is re-
moved, the whole cell and the fiber die and are forever lost
to the body; but if the fiber is only injured or cut, it will
usually grow out again. Such growth is accomplished by the
very delicate sheaths which surround the fibers serving both
to nourish and to insulate it. '.That is popularly called a
"nerve" is a cable composed of thousands of these tiny fibers,
ach neurone fiber is insulated by its two shoaths called the
myelin sheath and the neurilemma.
It is customary to regard each neurone as structurally
distinct from all the rest, but functionally it is regarded
as a part of a mechanism for transmitting impulses. The
neurone fibers arborize at each end. One such set of term-
inations is called the dendrites and the other the end-brush.
C- «
This brings us to the first law of nervous activity v/liich is
the nervous impulses always travel from the dendrites down
the fiber to the end-brush . This direction is irreversible
unloss the nerve be taken out of the body to be experimented
upon in the laboratory, Obviously then, all sense organs must
be connected with dendrites. The impulse follows up the fiber,
through the nerve cell body, along the reminder of the nerve
fiber, (called the UNM)| to the end-brush where that partic-
ular neurone ends. T^ut at that point another neurone begins,
for the end-brush of the first neurone interlaces with the
dendrites of the second, and across this tiny but actual gap
the impulse must leap, and so on to the hundreth, if need be,
until the terminal end-brush Is reached.
The speed of the nervous impulse is, according to the
most refined methods of measurement, 123 meters per second.
But this rate holds only for the single neurone. For the gap
between the neurones, called the synapse, often retards the
passage of the Impulse. Retardation is caused by doubt, de-
liberation, sleep, and anaesthetics, accordingly, we may
state the second law of nervous activity: all retardation of
the nervous impulse occurs at the_ synapses •
The pathway we have just been describing, involving sense
organ, nerve, and muscle, is called a reflex arc and is the
functional unit of the nervous system. All mental activity
involves such reflex arcs. The simplest arcs are connected
with what are called simple reflex action, such as winking,
and are absolutely automatic, ore complex nervous ares are
involved in instinct, still more complex in learning, and most
1
complex of all, sometimes Involving thousands of nervous ele-
ments, In our Intellectual lanning and deliberation
.
hile all neurones are of the same substance chemically
and microscopically, they have not all the same functions.
Those which lie entirely within the brain or spinal cord and
connect there with the end-brushes of the receptor neurones
are called conductors ;while those which reach out their long
axones tipped with end-brushes to connect with muscles and
glands are called motor or effector neurones. A reflex arc
is therefore made up of recoptor, conductor, and effector fib-
ers. The brain is made up almost wholly of connector fibers,
riost of which are relatively short. This means that within
the brain there are millions of sunapses, from which it also
follows that most delayed action takes place at the synapses
within the brain.
,e have al 1 seen people so completely surprised by some
event that they seem momentarily to be without a mind. This
illustrates a third important law of nervous activity: i.e.,
when a reflex pathway ha3 been too strongly excited , it is
incapable of a second excitation within its own period of re-
covery
. This p riod is called the .'efractory period".
A fourth law of nei'vous activity is the law of summation;
i .e
.
, if several very weak stimulations be given to a sense
none of which gSggblg i£S£5S2SI a &BZ2BI fijft*
-...^e, these stirnulations will , if repeated sufficiently
,
finally sum up into a full excitation * e may not notice the
first Jingle of the telephone bell, especially if we are pre-
occupied, but prolonged Jingling of the bell will finally be

5noticed. It ic likewise this l;.w which explains why a very
dull person may require many hints from his lady love that
his visits are not desired or his ambitions reciprocated.
fifth and final law way now be staled; it is the law
of the final common path. Tfiere are far more connector than
receptor fibers in the body, and far more receptors than ef-
fectors. This would imply that unless several receptor and
connector fibers finally connect with the dendrites of one
motor fiber, there would be no means provided for those fib-
ers to produce reflex action, no such difficulty is present,
for : the use of one motor fiber b£ several receptor fibers
is universal , and the motor neurones of the chain is called
the final common path . The law of the final corimon path is
illustrated in every case in which different stimuli call
forth the same responses* Pepner, lint, and dust all make
us sneeze (an identical response), The law has far reaching
applications. The Greeks called all foreigners 'barbarians".
„e ourselves may detect the working of this law oven every
time we use a common noun in speaking. For the words, "tree",
'horse , for example, are employed not merely to designate one
such object, but many and various ones; and this means that
many different sensory and connector neurones have beon func-
9 tionally united to one final corimon motor pathway leading to
the speech mechanism, obviously the more general and ab-
stract terms of speech, such as "virtue", "wisdom
, have had
a similar origin. All scientific laws by which natural phen-
omena are classified and unified owe their existence to the
principle of the final common path .
c
The nervous system has always been spoken of as an In-
strument for con .unicating impulses and transforming energy,
v.e may now make the statement that the nervous system is a
mechanism for the release of energy in response to sensory
stimulation. The reflex arc then becomes an Instrument for
reflex response. lust in the eye causes it to wink (a mus-
cular response). The postman's whistle stimulates our ears,
and we rise and walk (muscular response) to the door. The
fire-bell clangs I auditory stimulus) and the man who forgot
to renew his fire insurance (blocked at the synapses) looks
startled and gets a rise of blood pressure. nd so on with
all our mental activities.
It is obvious from the foregoing that 3ince all mental
activity involves such an expenditure of energy, sensation
and thought are costly to maintain.

CHAPTER II
THE FIRST THINGS \VB LEARN TO DO
Tho mental life of man has been appropriately oalled one
long learning rocess . rrom the first breath we draw until
the day of our death v/e are forover engaged in accumulating
experiences of one sort or another, and we subsequently em-
. oy them whether consciously or otherwise. Every experience
also teaches us and molds us, until by middle age we are one
great mass of habit, bias and proclivity—the accumulation
and inertia of previous yoars. "I am part of all that I have
met"
,
says Tennyson, referring to the fact that each man is
indelibly stamped with the seal of his many environments.
The learning process of life 3tarts long before birth.
As early as the second week of embryonic life evidences of
the nervous system are prosent. In fact, no other permanent
part of the body is 30 cloarly marked at this time. The tiny
organism exhibits a groove along one side of its surface, and
this ultimately bocomes the spinal canal and the brain ven-
tricles. The groove deepens; the side layers over-row and
moot at the top; and the nervous system has begun its exist-
ence. About this canal nerve coll bodies begin to form and
they will later become the receptors and conductors of stim-
ulation. These elementary nei*ves, which look very much like
young tadpoles with an extremely long tail, are called neu-
roblast. At the same tine that these are being formed, mini-
ature structures which will eventually become the muscles of
i
locomotion are developing Just out- side the elementary nervous
system. These primitive muscle structures are called myotomes .
Tendrils from those neuromeres whose destiny it is to
become motor nerves rrov: toward the muscles and become at-
tached to them, e the embryo enlarges, the myotomes migrate
to all parts of the body trailing their nerve fibers, so to
speak, behind them. In this manner all the muscles become
connected with the central nervous system, ir.ultanoously with
this development these neuromeres which are to perform the
function of sensory or receptor nerves send out fino fiber-
like processes from the region of the spinal cord into all
the surrounding structures, and become themselves modified
into some sense organ or become a tached to a sense organ.
However, the mechanism for reflex action, feeling, or sensa-
tion is not yet perfected. For while the sensory and motor
nerves are all more or less in place, there is no functional
connection be ween them; the disturbance in a sensory fiber
has never been transmitted to a motor fiber. Between these
two fibers in the cord a network of connector or association
fibers must first develop; and a nervous impulse starting at
a sense organ must then be shot up the sensory nerve, across
the connector fibor, and down the full length of the motor
pathway to contract the muscle at its end before the first
r'x*i::onts of mental activity can be said to be evident, nd
all this establishment of reflex action, this tuning up of
the nervous system for the communicating of impulses and the
transformation of energy, has to be LEARNED. Each cell of the

nervous system has to be stimulated again and again before
it finally passes on the impulse to its neighbor cell with
clarity and precision. Those persons in whom such a tuning-
up process is either wanting or altogether blocked or hin-
dered from advancing at its normal rate, we call either
idiots, imbeciles, feeble-minded people, or mental defect-
ives ; those in whom it is ultra-rapid, v;e call geniuses
.
ct us now consider how the newly-born infant acquires
so e of its earliest habits and abilities; first of all
let us see how he learns to breathe.
:
Tow We Learn to Breathe.
-reathing seems to us such a natural, Inevitable, and
instinctive activity, that we are almost ready to protest
that there was never a time when we did not know how to do
it. ut in spito of its present automatic and continuous
character, breathing had a beginning. The mechanism had
once. to be started going. He; did this novel activity con-
nonce
Of all the profound changes which birth involves, one
of the most important is often the change in temperature.
The change from the mother's body to the air of the room is
often a drop of from twonty to twenty-five degrees, -uch
difference in temperature would produce any subtle altera-
tions in the adult, no matter how much he may have had to
do with capricious cli.iates. T :ow much nore must it affect
the newly-born child. I urthermore, embryonic life is semi-
aquatic without light or air to a feet growth. Those two
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changes then, --the great drop in temperature and the novel
experience of being surrounded with air, --in a word, the shock
of being plunged into a different medium and being enveloped
by new pressures,—are the stimuli to breathing* That the
change is violent is betokened by ine cry of the newly born,
a cry none the less portentiou3 because it is so uelco:^ to
those who assist and befriend birth.
owever, sometimes even the drop in temporature and the
air pressure are insufficient to evoke this synbolic cry with
which normal breathing originates. The officiating physician
often holds the bab.v up by the feet and 3laps it smartly on
the buttocks in order, by forcing the blood into the chest, to
produce a temporary congestion there. This method is highly
successful. The pressure of the accumulating blood is too
:.:uch for the child to endure passively; to relieve it # he
s as oiically tflhr 1 " c.-.cc, ; v;ice, and L.gain,a-. Ad : i~ breath-
ing has begun. In this mannor, by responding to stimulation
with muscular activity and solely by means of the spinal cord
pathways, every child born living learns to breathe. Iver
thereafter, as long as life endures, the faithful phrenic
nerve, the fibers of which originate at the upper part of the
spinal cord, lifts and lowers the diaphragm in ceaseless rhythm.
Ithough breathing is ciiiefly a physiological phenomenon and
concerned much more with life than with mind, yet, since all
emotional disturbances and many defects of speech are regis-
tered in the breathing, its importance for psychology is at
once manifest.
c.
II
How We Learn to Swallow.
We learn to swallow by a slightly more elaborate mechan-
ism than Is Involved in breathing. The oesophagus down which
our feed trav Is to t.e stomach is phsyiologically a series
of elastic, rm cular rings called sphinctor muscles. Indeed,
the whole alimentary canal is a serios of such ring muscles.
1 2':ore birth none of those :ur,cles have ever contracted in
coordination with one mother.
The first feeding of the infant is by means of liquid
fond. Ihe fir-st drops of this fluid are allowed to run into
the infant's mouth, its head and body being inclined so as to
al ow gravity to play part in the feeding process. V.hen the
first drop reaches the throat, it strikes (stimulates) the
uppermost ring of the muscles of the oesophagus, .his ring
contracts, and with the influence of gravity,!'orces the milk
further down the oesophagus. ail along the tube, the mus-
cular rings are consecutively stimulated to contract by the
presence of the falling fluid and one after another of these
rings shuts and opens again. / wave-like succession of con-
tractions is thus formed, the up* or rings which first contract
ed being the first to expand and to bo ready for the second
drop of milk which is alroady there to be swallowed.
These muscular rings of the oeso hagus, hGwever, do not
act singly, but together. Ml is this co-ordination accom-
plished? A slightly new type of norvous activity is involved
in learning to 3wallow. There are not only sensory and uotor
nerves for each ring separately, but there are also sensory
c
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and motor pathways leading from ring to ring. And the spinal
mechanism is so perfected at birth that the stimulation and
contraction of one of the upper rings hinders the simultan-
eous contraction of the rings immediately below it. I owever,
so nice is the nervous arrangement and so precise do the func-
ticn of synapse and neurone become with practice, that the
presence of food in the upper part of the oesopliagus automat-
ically starts a wave of contractions down the whole tube, This
is what happens when we swallow without food being present.
ere this not the case, we should never be able to eat and
swallow v/hile lying down or while standing on our heads. For
in the adult, swallowing is independent of the posture of the
body. f uch an automatic succession of contractions is called
a chain reflex, hen this mechanism in the alimentary canal
is reversed, we have vomiting, nausea, and other distressing
results.
How We Learn to Grasp.
One of the most useful, persistent, and earliest of the
acquired tendencies we possess is the gr asping rof1ex . It con-
sists f a propensity on the part of the infant to close its
hand about any suitable object tenaciously for ten or fifteen
seconds even if it is lifted so high that the infant is sus-
pended in the air. Whether this instinctive action is a relic
of the tree life of our simian ancestry is a question too dif-
ficult to be decided here. The point for us is that it is a
purely spinal reflex, and does not involve the brain at all.
I^et us see how such a tendency begins and matures in the human
I
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being.
here aro three causes wr ich contribute to the strength
of the infant's grasp. In the first place, flexion is always
r o. o powerful and complete than extension. There are more
and stronger muscles in the body for the purpose of flexion
than for any other purpose. The calf muscles and the biceps
are typical examples of this flexion mechanist'. 7 oreover, the
adult can exert much more force by closing his hand than he
can by opening it. Grasping or flexion, then, is naturally
one of the strongest actions of which we are capable.
In the second place, every muscle of the body upon con-
traction stimulates tiny sonse-organs within it which are
connected by a sensory or receptor nerve with the central
nervous system. This stimulation caused by the muscles 1 own
contraction is transmitted to the spinal cord where it, of
course, seeks an outlet. v;hat outlet is provided for it? The
cutlet of the motor pathway already carrying the impulse whieh
oririnally caused the muscle to contract is open, and it is
into this channel that the new stimulation (that from the
sense-organs within the muscle itself) is directed. The as-
tonishing result is that the uuscle by this means automatic-
ally reinforces its own contraction. This tremendously strik-
ing and novel phenomenon is called the circular reflex , v/hen,
then, the infant's hand grasps the bar to hold it, his own
gripping accentuates the tenacity v/ith which the bar is held.
liowever, we have not yet told how this grasping reflex
originated or why it developed in preference to any other in-

stinctive action which the child might have manifested, never-
theless, the cue to this inystery is not hard to find, for, as
we have mentioned before » the flexion mechanism of the body
nusclos is naturally moro powerful than the system of exten-
sors and this advantage is signified even in the appearance
of certain parts of the body. The hand of the embryo, for
example, assumes as it develops a flexed form,—-the fingers
are curved on themselves so that the finger tips nearly touch
the palm. Hot till the baby is born do the hands ever stretch
out or flatten, !ihe momentum of the posture gained in embry-
onic life is never thereafter lost. This is why we always
hold our hands in a more or less gracefully curved position.
It is also why we cannot hold the fingers stretched out stiff-
ly for more than a few moments unsupported unless we give our
individual attention to it.
How such a flexed posture of the hand brings with it cer-
tain all-important consequences, lor the finger tips, it must
be remembered, are sensitive surfaces* and the palm is like-
wise full of sense organs to which sensory nerves have already
migrated from the spinal cord, likewise, the usci3s cf the
fingors and palm have been supplied with motor nerves ever
since these muscles were myotomes. So that if some random
movement or jar which disturbs the embryo causes the finger
tips to touch the palm of the hand, a stimulation will be giv-
en which will be carried L,; the sensory nerve up to the cord,
by the conductor fibers across the cord, and by motor fibers
down from the cord again to the muscles of the palm and fin-
c.
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gers, causing flexion or clenching of the hand. Such random
ittanlnt-ions are, indeed numerous; and every time they occur,
the embryo literally practices the grasping reflex. V7lth the
practice the reflex becomes stronger, so that by the tine of
birth, the Infant has developed a remarkably strong tendency
to hold fast to anything that is placed between his palm and
finger tips. Such a reflex also develops the sense of touch
in the child, for Just as motor response is essential to sensa-
tion and feeling, so are sensation and feeling necessary re-
sults of motor responses.
We have, therefore, three causes of the strength and ten-
acity of the grasping reflex. The first is the great number
and strength of the flexor nuscles, the second is the circu-
lar reflex, and the third is the pre-natal practicing by which
the reflex is developed and perfected. >"ow let us look at
some of the relationships between this reflex and the con-
sciu3 intelligent life of the adult individual.
To begin with, children bom without a well-developed
grasping reflex are usu-.lly both mentally and physically in-
ferior to other children. And they are mentally inferior for
a very definite reason; for since it is by means of clutching
and pulling things a1 out that children learn the shapes and
& sizes of objects, it follows that the fewer things a child
handles and manipulates, the less does he learn. The hand is
par excellence the mechanism by which young and old explore
the environment and find out what it is made of. here this
mechanism is feeble or undeveloped, such self-education is
seriously delayed and thwarted.
cC;
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Tn the second place, our language is full of ..ords which
lnc icate thnt closing or clenching of the hand 13 a highly Im-
portant activity in our dealings of man to man. Our word
"pugnacity ' is derived from the Latin "pugna , a flat, that
is, a tightly closed list, a fully perfected grasping reflex.
Then here are such expressions as grabbing, snatching, laying
violent hands upon somebody, which all refer to this fundament-
al activity. Capacity is in all its modifications derived from
grasping. We likewise llfttf to this saL:e reflex activity when
we speak of the grasping .iser, the beggar with the itching
palm or the close-fisted landlord.
furthermore,a groat variety of expressions which describe
physical \ ossessi^n or refer to the act of retaining what we
have earned or stolen have their roots in the grasping rsflex.
Vo illustrate this, we may mention all such words and phrases
as: grapple, grab, keep hold of, fasten upon and get into our
hands. The legal term, "mortmain 5 " (dead hand), refers to prop-
erty o tenaciously belt as to be inseparable from its owner;
"the bird in the hand that is worth two in the bush signifies
firm clutching and safe po3session;while the common expression,
"he lost his grip" likewise reflects the great importance of
the grasping reflex in adult life.
¥ Jven here we are not at the end of our list of derivations.
any terms signify authority; whether they moan management,
government, despotism or tyranny, they are fundamentally the
grasping reflex. Mtness such expressions as: gain the upper
hand, pull the strings, wield the scepter, rule with an iron
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hand, nd the like.
I any of our tools have more than a superficial resemblance
to the shape and function of the hand and fingers. :'uch are:
tongs, forceps, pincers, and pliers. In addition to this, many
of our purely intellectual operations are based on our manual
powers • Apprehension is catching on ; and comprehension is
seizing for the purpose of estimating .Then we have such words
as: emancipation, mandate, manipulate, manufacture; also such
expressions as: right hand of fellowship (Unitarian) and in-
tellectual grasp; each and all of these have their genesis in
the powers and activities of the hand. The grasping reflex is
indeed, ono of the most fundamental, significant,and far-reach-
ing activities which the human organism manifests.
1 ow We Learn to . ixate Objects.
Another of the first things we learn to do is to fixate
objects with our eyes. This special ability is not native,
but acquired, and the process by which it is finally achieved
is both curious and fascinating. At first the eye of the in-
fant is not yet fully developed. The spot of clearest vision
in adults, the fovea , is unable in the newly born to see any-
thing at all. The rest of the infant's eye at this time is
unable to stand any intense light, and in fact, registers pain
when stimulated to any great degree. Only one part of the eye
is able to bear light, or stimulation, without pain, and that
part is, strange to say, the fovea Itself, which being as yet
undeveloped,has neither the power to soe brightness, or light,
nor yet to f el any discomfort from it.
A light streams diagonally into the baby's eye and stira-
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ulates it, producing thereby discomfort. he baby at once
turns his head or his eyes or both, this way and that, seeking
to get rid of the light,until, by chance, the light is brought
to stream directly on the fovea,whereupon he ceases his squirm
ing and gases directly and placidly at it. But he does not
thereby see it as we see it. He has merely succeeded in get-
ting the light beam to bear upon the sightless part of his eye
that is, to cease to annoy him. Again and again this same per-
formance takes place so that gradually he learns to turn his
head directly to face the light the moment it strikes his eye
from any angle. Step by step, of course,this fovea has been
developing a sensitive seeing surface, and so, by the time
sight is strengthened,he is able to make his eyes bear direct-
ly upon the stimulus to vision. It is thus by withdrawing
from the light in the first place that we later learn to use
the eye to best advantage. The adult turns his gaze not only
fully upon whatever he wishes to read and examine, but also
u on the source of every sound, swell and movement which at-
tracts him. This turning of the eye upon the stimulus, more-
over, is what is ordinarily meant by the word "attention .
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CHAPTER III
p HQ ;VE LEARN the PERCEPTION OJM5MCE
The meaning of the word "perception" can best be brought
out by an illustration. If something is held up before your
eyes and all you see is the color,you have only a simple per-
ception; but if you say, 'It's an orange", or "It's a sheet of
paper", you have, on the contrary, a more com lex perception.
Likewise, if you experience a sharp skin pain, you have a-
gain only a sensation; whereas, if you cry out, "That mos-
quito bit me again! 'you have not only sensed but perceived .
In other words, perception involves "acquaintance with" and
"knowledge about the stimulus which produces the sensation,
preoption is thus equlval nt to understanding, comprehension,
recognition; in a word, equivalent to learning . Coming down
to the fine point, every compound name that we give to our
sensations implies some form of perception. The terus, bright
red', lukewarm , lemon sour' 1 ,are one and all di scrimlnat lve ,
implying perception and sensation.
And since the nwlng of a stimulus is wholly an adult
characteristic, infants know neither the name, the source,
nor the meaning of their experiences until they later learn
r about them. Perhaps the lower creatures who have neither
language nor a span of life adequate to acquire knowledge of
the relations of things, live in a world of pure sensation.
Herbart states, "Entirely of themselves, and without the
slightest action, concepts become combined so far as they
are not hindered by an arrest. Hence, for a child ; and why
V
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not for an animal?) there are no Individual objeots as yet
but entire surroundings which, even as regards space rela-
tions, only become separated in successive representations "
•
We may now go one step further and say that perception
not only involves, acquaintance with* and "knowledge about"
the stimulus, but is itself a test about these thi.gs. For
exarrole, while we may all know something about golf, yet how
limited is such a perception in cc mariso., with that of the
nan who comprehends the following newspaper renort:
ouimet and Vardon failed to get on on their seconds.
Vardon apparently had an easy four but once agmin slipped
up» It was Guilford who won the hole,beginning nicely and
winning the cup on his approaching putt."
The sa e variations in the breadth of perception abil-
ity is seen in the comments of those who attend a baseball
game or a symphony concert. In fact, a man's perceptions
reveal the breadth snd depth of his experiences. To say,
"I perceive that— is equivalent to declaring, ' litis much
I know and no more.
One of our most important nental activities is the per-
ception of space. Owr knowledge of extension and limitation
in all directions is essential to the maintenance of life.By
moans of this knowledge we calculate nearly all of our impor-
tant ventures, rhe Journey we prooose, the bringing of food
to our mouths, swatting flies', etc. Were we lacking this
nower we might starve to death within easy reach of food, mis-
taking a foot for a £!•« Thus it lias a survival value for
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the human organism in all of its important dealings with the
environment.
The ability to perceive space relations comes by dint of
long training. It is not possessed by the newly bom infont
as the letter will reach out with equal confidence for *he
nilk bottle and the moon. The first hints, however, of near
and far come quite early in life. The infant squirms about
in its crib learning that comfort and his Dosition have much
to do with each other, e soon begins to explore his own body
considering the discovery of his toes a "great find'. All this
pushing, pulling, stretohlng, rolling, etc., relates his var-
ious stimulations to each other and, too,helps him to discrim-
inate between them. Upon rolling his head to the right, he
sees one sort of thing while at the same time losing sight of
objects on his left. This starts a faint trace of the meaning
of here and there in his mind* upon looking down upon himself,
he gets the notion of near , while looking up, he get 3 the no-
tion of far away . nd so on through a long list of gestures,
looks, postures. Voices that are faint mean distance, such
relationships require much training and in some casos, are
never fully understood. This statement may be readily discov-
ered if you ask an acquaintance to define tne words "here'',
there", high", low , near , far | He will often simply
point about him and illustrate rather than define their mean-
ing,and this is equivalent to his confessing that he is still
a child when it comes to kno ing what space is.
Following are several theories on this point:
r
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The nost extreme form of the genetic theory is that of
the "ngliah Aaaociationiat School (Locke, Hume, Hartley,
Janes ill, and Alexander Dain).
Vundt. seeing that this theory would not work, attempted
to i prove it by It giving more explicit recondition to the
principle of creative synthesis; and 2. by postulating a great-
er variety of the adjuvant sensations which were suppoaed to
enter into the syntheaia.
Jamea rejocta the A880ciationist theory, stating that
there are but throe kinds of theory possible concerning space.
1. IDither there is no spatial quality of sensation at all; or
2. there is an extensive quality given immediately in certain
particular sensations; or 3. there is a quality produced out
of the inward resources of the mind which are not spatial but,
w! en thrown into the spatial become united and orderly. James
rejects the firat and the third of the theoriea, accepting the
second which is the nativistic theory.
T ermann otze has niven the best statement of the "psychic
stinulus ' theory by the use of the term "local sign"* I.otze'a
locr^-l sign is, then not a sensation; it is purely a nervous
process initiated by the stimulus to the retina, its specific
nature depending upon the locality of the retinal spot stimu-
lated. Thus we have the go etic theory.
V.'e perceive apace by means of only four senses; sight,
hearing, kinaesthesla, and touch. Smell,warmth, and cold may
give us direction ,but all other senaea are entirely spaceleaa.
For example, pain tells only of location and intensity since
there is no difference between the feelinga produced by a
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round hot object and a square ' ne
.
hat the skin contributes a large part of our knowledge
of space may be sho .71 in several ways. In the first place, a
light touch upon the brow is immediately distinguished from
a similar touch upon the nose. How is this possible when all
the organs of touch are alike? The answer is that the differ-
ence in these qualities of touch is due to the different re-
sponses we make in each and every case (local sign). The ex-
tent of this arousal is not exactly known, but certainly a
touch in the ear lobe may bo safely conjectured to start an
impulse to turn the head in that direction while a touch on
the forehead arouses a tendency to withdraw the head so as to
enable the eyes to see what is there.
he skin gives not only position but movement and direction
as well. A fly crawlinr* across the face aquaints us at once
with the order of his rcing by stimulating with his feet dif-
ferent touch spots on the sV:in. The fly also f ives the notion
of speed and distance. Here, then, we have five fectors
which are essential to space perception,— position, °.ovement,
direction, speed* distance. ut the skin alone cives only what
is called in geometry two-dimension space, i.e., space in a
plane surface. It is not until we come to the senses of move-
ment, hearing, and vision, that we learn what the third dimen-
sion is, i.e.
,
distance from the body ,to our knowledge of space.
The skin is often a f ' shifty itness" to our sensations,
iwo blunt compass points placed near together on the skin are
not always recomized as two, unless the part touched has pre-
ci
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viously received special oducation i this respect. In the un-
trained person who has not yet learned to make the finer dis-
tinctions between distance on the skin,compass points placed
at the following distances apart v/ill bo felt as one single
touch.
Region of skin Distance between points
in millimeter
a
Tip of tongue .1
ip of i'inger 2
ips (outer surface ) 5
Tip of nose 7
Lips (universal surface 20
Back of hand 32
Forearm and leg 40
Breast bone 45
Back 54
Upper arm and thigh 68
Tha fact that our kinesthetic sensations rive us a know-
ledge of movement makea them of paramount importance for the
perception oi ^aee. . er - -ce oans extension in different
directions, and every hint we get of extended things is due
to our own ability to move* For example, v/e can rotate our
arms in wide circles, and by making all sorts of gyrations
with them explore the space about us. Moreover the hand can
move over the skin surface, across it and around it in all
directions, thereby provoking all manner of akin, Joint # ten-
don, nnd muscle responses which are coordinated into percep-
tions of size, length, curvature and so on. It is by this
means that the infant learns the rudiments of space v/hile ex-
loring his own body.
The sense of hearing contributes to our perception of
space by affording us cues whereby we judge both the distance
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of the sound from us and its position with respect to our
bodies. It 13 easy to show that the ears unassisted make
many mistakes . If the head is held steadily,whilo an elec-
tric buzzer is sounded at various places nearby, it is found
that while to the left and right of the head are judged with
an error of from five to ten decrees, all sounds produced
directly in front, behind, n^ovej or below the head, are
curiously mistaken as to their location. The error is often
as riuch a 3 one hundred and eighty degrees. A sound made ex-
actly in front of a person may be judged to be directly be-
hind hin, etc. Several over-confident persons have been
'mown to loso wagers by submitting themselves blindfolded to
such a t03t. The lav/ is that we recognize the position of
a sound solely by means of the relative intensity with which
it strikes the two ears; hence all sounds that strike the ears
with equal force, i.e., those directly above, below, in front
of, and behind the head, are frequently misjudged.
Professor -illsbury writes of the snace perceptions of
the blind: "For the blind, the auditory perception of space
i3 much more important than for the seeing individual. Hot
only are they more accurate in their localizations of sound
but they uso sound to obtain an idea of the space in which
they are walking and of the distance of objects. he echo
of the footsteps varies with the size and shape of the room.
~hen the boys in a blind assylum were provided with felt slip-
pers, they could not avoid obstacles."
The eyes a.o he most important of the sense organs from
which we learn our perception of space. The two eyes, by foe-
< I
+ (
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using on the same point and by combining two different pictures
of the same object, furnish us with the most reliable cues for
depth end solidity. ihe popular maxim, "Seeing is believing"
is thus based on physiological fact.
However, even the single eye can give us a knowledge of
position. In visual terms, the word up" means that a stim-
ulus causes the eye to roll in a certain direction, thereby
producing a characteristic kinesthetic sensation that differs
3igni icantly from the sensation felt when the eyeballs roll
in the direction we call i;down r ' . Other qualities of eye and
eyelid movement come to mean right and left
,
across",
'on top of , on through the list of terms which mean space,
he eye, however, does not loam by itself. From early in-
fancy we touch and fumble what we soe thereby associating
movement sensation from the hand and arm with sensations from
the eyes.
Tho sum of all this is that we loam to perceive movement
by_ moving ourselves , or by moans of strain sensations of mus-
cles about to be moved
,
although such may not be noticed clear-
ly by us.
A very interesting experiment has been devised to show
the truth of this statement. If the arm is laid in a board
hung from the ceiling by springs so supple that the slightest
pressure Y/ill c use the board to be depressed, and if a fine
wire lever attached to the end of the board is so pivoted as
to make broad excursions at the free end; and if then the per-
son submitting to the experiment, be blindfolded, lays his
v
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arm upon the board and merely thinks up", "down", "left", etc.
he will unconsciously /.love the lever in various directions
shoving that even the thought of special relations i3 bound
up with the movements of the arm in space. ..ere we a. le to
record .ith equal delicacy and accuracy the behavior Gf the
eyes while we are thinking any space relation* their movements
would likewise illustrate the same general principle. Indeed,
we often get just such nines from the eyes of people as to
where chey are looking and what they are thinking about. Coy
maidens out walking with their duennas only with difficulty
ceiiceal their secret desire to communicate with passers-by.
As we perceive movement* so do »ve perceive extension in
two dimensions • In the case of surfaces, the eye always
tends to trace their boundaries. Space perception by the eye
is thus accomplished through imitative movement « For exam-
ple, it takes no more eye movement to perceive a tree two
hundred feet higja a mile away than to perceive the length of
a match held in the hand. In this respect the eye is like a
telescope which swings only a small fraction of a degree on
its pivot to pass over vigintillian miles of interstellar
space.
If the perception of visual space is always accomplished
by occul r move ent, the question may arise: "How do we per-
ceive such a bit of design as the following cross?"
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Obviously our eyes cannot move up and down and 3idewise at
the snme time- If v/e fixate the intersections of the lines,
no matter how attentively you try to keep the gaze riveted
there, you v/ill find your oyes constantly tempted to move out
along some of the cross-bars to the end and it will be only
with the greatest effort that you will be able to inhibit all
such wayward tendencies in the eyes.
A very handy and precise term for these imitative move-
ments which aid in space perception has recently been coined.
Ifala term is empathy * r.ypathy means the tendency to feel
with or to share the er.otions of animate beings, while empa-
thy means the tendency to imitate any attitude, posture or
design. All sympathy is empathy rlus emotional response.
In Vernon Lee's little book, "The Beautiful 1J , there oc-
curs an account of empathic response, lor he shows that when
we say, for example, The mountain rises , it is only our
oyes, chin, and head that are being elevated.
In the same way the traveler who reported that 'Just
as night was falling,he perceived that the desert stretched
many miles to the south", was describing what certain parts
of his body were doing at that time, for neither do nights
fall nor deserts stretch literally, yet darkening skies fuel
like descending black cancniei, and distance yet to be trav-
ersed induces prophetic strains ill the tendons.
Row do we perceive distance or depth, i.e., the third
dimension? To begin with, the lens of the eye automatically
changes its shape for near and far objects by means of the
(r-
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ci.lir.ry muscles and the elastic membrane surrounding the lens
but it is the lens and ciliary muscles which provide us with
the first hint of the third dimension. Moreover, it appears
that the lens of the eye has the ua:' que property of being
responsive to distance aa such.
The second physiological factor is called convergence and
involves both eyes. The tWB eyes move as one. "This can be
seen directly in another's eyes . .Vhon looks a I a d '.scant
object, the white shows about equally on each side; as ho looks
at an object only a foot away, considerable more auite will
show on the outside than on the inside of the eyes." Thus
they arouse a general motor attitude of reaching out for the
object which the whole kinetic syetom faithfully develops and
maintains.
The third physiological factor is called double images
or binocular parallax. If you hold up your fist* thumb knuck-
les toward you six inches from the nose, and then close alter-
nately the right eye and the left, you .vill observe not only
that one eye M9f more of one side, and the other eye none
of the other side of the fist, but also that the thumb Imuck-
les appear to shift right and left as the eye is opened and
closed.
/. spot of ink on the thumb knuckles will accentuate this
phenomenon. This experiment shows that each eye gets a dif-
ferent picture of the object. Moreover since the two eyes are
3itu- ted abeut 2.25 inches apart, they together are able to
take in a little more than fifty per cent of round or c;ylin-
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drical objects, since the difference in the two-eye picture de-
crease directly as the distance of the object from us, this
fact furnishes a - aluable subconscious cue for our depth pep-
ce;tions.
Theoretically, all oljocts in space not fixated should
appear double,but our castor, is to ignore these double image«,
to rerct as if this were net the case. Following is an ex-
pert -ent to prove this. Hold one index finger five inches
from the nose end the other index finger one foot away; now
if you fixate the nearer f ingor, the farther one will appear
to double. Contraiwise, if the farther one is fixated, the
nearer one is doubled. Besides, the doubled finger is not
easy to locate with regard to distance from the eyes, espec-
ially if you have someone else hold his fingers in place of
yours, vhe answer to this is, that each finger is a stimulus
to vision. The unfixed finger, then, doubles because of the op-
posite motor tendencies in the eye mechanism. Also the motor
activities of convergence and accommodation so dominate the
whole kinetic system as to draw off a^l conscious responses
dov/n one final path, the fixation path.
mploying the principle of double images, v;e are able to
make the bird go into his cage. First let the "far away look"
Fig. I

in your eyes, i.e., imagine you aro fixating the :nost distant
object possible, and then while holding the eyes unwaveringly
in that nosture,bring the picture up to a position about six
inches before the face, cage in front of the left eye and bird
in front of the right, whereupon, the bird will slide into the
cage. But at the same time, you may notice from out the cor-
ner of your eye, that there is an empty cage on the left and
a homeless bird on the right, The inner image of bird and cage
came together, v/hile the outer ones remained widely apart.
You can remove these outer images from the field of vision
by placing a post card edgewise to the nose (while still main-
taining the previous fixation) so that it points directly to-
ward the middle of the picture.
The stereoscope uses this principle of double image to
give depth perception to pictures. Thus the psychological
center of an object is to the left in a right eye picture,
and to the right in the left. Figure 2 shows the stereoscop-
ic pictures of a square pyramid whose apex points directly
at us. If you do not have a stereoscope handy, combine the
Fig. 2
two pictures in the same way that you made the bird go into
the cage. Hemember that the right eye sees more of the right
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side and the left more of the left aide. How what would be
the effect of a stereogram the pictures of which were taken
at a greater distance apart than the interocular distance;
Fig. 3
i.e., if you could see further around both sides of a ball or
tree, how would it look? The answer is that it would have
greater depth. This new principle is used in the gauge find-
er on warships. Figure 4 contains four mirrors (a,b,c,d) so
placed that a and d may receive light from wide distances a-
part and reflect it into mirrors
[
> and c. Thus the left eye
behind mirror b gets the same impression that it would were
it located at mirror a etc. It is as if the interocular dis-
tance were tremendously increased. Opera glasses and prism
Fig. 4
v.
binoculars e ipl y this same principle.
The moon is not too far a ay to prevent us from making
a stereogram of her globe. Two cameras, one at Hew York
and one at San Francisco could be employed at the same time
to get the widely different eye pictures needed. This is not
necessary, however, for since the moon always keeps the same
face toward us, all we neod do is to take one picture at
one hour of the night and another from exactly the same pos-
ition an hour later. The two pictures will readily fuse in
the stereoscope and the result will appear like a solid globe
on which the dead crater of the moon stands out with remark-
able clearness.
Now let us turn to the psychological factors in space
perception.
The first of those is called perspective . That is,while
looking down a railroad track, the rails seem to meot. This
is due to retina stimulation.
A second psychological factor is called parallax by
which we may deternlne the rate of speod between objects.
Far away objects seem to move more slowly, near ones more rap-
idly. Professor Starling asserts: "Even when we are standing
still,we are all the time making involuntary movements which
cause the development of parallax. This process is probably
one of the most important in producing the monocular effect
of depth."
Another physiological factor in depth perception is the
"haze or changed color which comes with distance. Distant
c
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obj©ct8 are hazy, indistinct and blue n color, while near
objocts are clear and have their own color. The changed
color and haze depend upon the amount of air intervening. In
a very clear, dry air, estimates of distance are subject to
large mistakes on the part of one who comes from a lower al-
titude and denser atmosphere*"
A fourth sign of relative distance is superposition. Ob-
jects that hide parts of other objects are evidently nearer
than the objects covered. Finally, shadows furnish a means of
estimating the relative distance of parts of the same object. 11
Those five psychological factors at times unite with the
three physiological factors to operate all at one time. In
all cases, the distance that we foel things to be is the re-
s It of various stimulations upon our motor mechanism, dis-
tance means reaching out toward ) we perceive space as much
with our hr.nds and legs as we do with our eyes, since many
other muscles other than eye muscles are involved in such wide-
spread responses.
The question now arises,"How accurate are our percep-
t'ons of space? The answer is variable and accurate within
certain limits. To be conscious of our errors, however, im-
plies that we have some moans of measuring our mistakes.This
leads to an important law in psychology called eber's law of
illusions of magnitude. It was discovered by the German psy-
chologist, B«!« eber, accidontly while toying with a blunt
pair of comDasses. lie statod his law as follows j "In compar-
ing objects we perceive not the difference between them, but
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the ratio of this difference to the magnitude of the objects
compared. his is really a law of inertia. The reactions
ve make to stimulation all have a certain momentum which,by
affecting the succeoding res onses, affect also our judgments.
Applied to the perception of space, this law means that
even though we are always making mistakes in our judgments of
distance, rates of motion, extents, r.nd depths; nevertheless,
since we are constantly Leaking the |M| percentage of e^ror,
our relationship to the environment of space regains relative-
ly the same. Thus our errors are uniform, constant, and cal-
culable •
Following are some of the more common illusions of space.
The underestimation of a vertical line is universal with the
unpract'-cod eye. In figure 5 the horizontal and vertical dis-
tances are the same. ;he error in estimation is due to eye
movement. It requires greater effort to elevate the eyes than
to swing them from side to side; thus we base our judgment on
exponditure of energy, nother explanation may be offered here
also on the basis of empathy, the tendency to feel oneself in-
to the situation.
Fig. 5
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In the case of the square inscribed in the circle i on
this theory all acute angles make us feel cramped and huddled,
and all obtuse angles make us feel as if we were yawning and
stretching. In the case of the square and the circle, we
read our own kinesthetic squeezes into the meeting point of
arc and cord.
Fig. 6
Figure 7, Poggendorf
f
1
s illustration is due to erroneous
eye movement . The sections of tho broken line do not appear
to be continuous for the reason that the eye, in reading the
Fig. 7
picture from left to right, leaves the diagonal for the ver-
tical with the result that it keeps moving over to the right
and therefore "gets off the track".
The illusion in figure 3 is due to the fact that the eye
stops at every line, thereby inducing the judgment of groat-
r
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er distance in the direction in v.-hioh the eye is traveling.
Ag a matter of cor.jnon observation, filled snaces usually
appear larger than unfilled spaces. This nay be observed
in the case of the dots (figure 9) as well as in the case
of furnished and unfurnished rooms.
Fig. 8 Fig. 9
Figure 10 illustrates the uIler-Lyor illusion. T: The two
horizontal lines arc equal in measurement; they are equal to
<r > ^
Fig. 10
the eye; why? :he suggestion is that the eye :..oves freely
along one and obstructedly along the other. Experiment shows
V'
<:
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that movements r-long the lower horizontal tako a longer Gweep
often coming to a halt only when they have shot beyond the
end-: oints of the line; whereas movements along the upper
horizontal are themselves shorter and frequently come to a
halt before the extremities of the lines have been reached.'1
Hering f s figure 11 produces an illusion becausos it con-
tains such a large number of obtuse and acute angles, each
of which is wrongly estimated.
Fig. II
f ooe illusions here are due to contrast effects as we take
Fig. 12
one dimension as the standard without overcoming the inertia
necessary for correction.
A final class of illusions may be said to illustrate our
educated and inveterate tendency to see all things possibly
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as if they v/erc space-filling objects. The book (figure 13)
as well as the reversible cube (figure 14) and the staircase
(ficure 15) illustrates this tendency to a raarkod decree. Pre-
Fig. 13 Fig. 14
cise experimentation has revealed that every time these fig-
uros appear to change thus to us , our eyes have been moved to
fixate a different element of the dosign, thereby bringing it
into the foreground.
Fig. 15
1
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GHAPTER IV
HO'.'/ '. .71 L?1ARN the ASSOCIATION Of IDEAS
Very early in the history of psychology It was recognized
that there was a certain definite order and sequence in our
thinking, certain laws of the association of ideas, line Greek
philosopher, Aristotle, stated four principles to account for
the succession of ideas in our minds:
1. Association by similarity, as for example, when upon
seeing a stone wall we think of other structures built of ston
,
2. Association by contrast, illustrated in the case of the
sight of a bankrupt man recalling in our minds his former hap-
pier state.
3. Association by succession exemplified in the case of a
person, who, being shown a ieco of cloth imagines the steps
by which it can bo made into a garment.
4. Association by contiguity in time and lace, a prin-
ciple employed whenever a hat brings up the idea of a head,
a pair of gloves the hands that wear them; fire, smoke; the
sunset
,
supper-t ime
.
: odem psychology, however, is not content with merely
classifying the connections between ideas; it v/ants to know
how and where such conn ctions are formed in the first place.
nd the answer to this question is something as follows: all
associations between what are called ideas are originally
associations between thins, and that these bonds are made
whenever we take as active interest in what is going on about
<
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us. interests differ, so do associations, _he word ;\:ark*
calls up the word 'tree " to a woodman, while it arouses the
idea of 'dog*1 to the keeper of a kennel. It is duo to our
dominant interest, our bias, our temperamental disposition
that most of our associations are formed. The mention of the
word stone brings one sort of association in an architect,
another in a 'aiife-grindor, another in a flotir-grinder,, and
still onothor in a man within prison walls. In this sense,
associations are equivalent to abits of thought. The prin-
ciples enumerated by Aristotle are more or loss inadequate
since they do not give any reason why ideas of similarity
should be awakened in our mind, ideas of difference in anoth-
er, ideas of succession in a third, and ideas of contiguity
in a fourth. Aristotle's laws of associations are rather clas-
slficati-ns of all the possible connections between ideas. The
kind of mind that he was describing was a mind like his own,
a r/.lnd with a severely logical bias.
Let us now look at the mechanism by which associations
are leaned. This mechanism by which associations are loarned
is called the conditioned reflex", and our knowledge of it
is due largely to the investigations of the Hussian physiolo-
gist, II. Pavlov. Professor Bayliss, in his" Principles of
Gonoral Physiology',' gives the following account of the forma-
tion of these conditioned reflexes. "A dog, when given food,
secretes saliva as is woll known. Suppose that every time the
food is given, a particular bell is rung. After a number of
repetitions of the combination of bell and food, the sound of
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the bell alone is found to cause the secretion of saliva."
moreover, it is the s~und of this particular bell, not just
anjr bell, that v;ili ijake tlie dog's mouth water, for it was
shown that if the 4og has been accustomed to receive food
when middle G was sounded, the note C was heard without pro-
ducing any salivary response. A similar conditioned reflex
could be produced by the aid of a colored plate. For example,
if this particular dog had always been fed from a blue plate,
the sight of a blue plate alone would invariably cause the
flow of saliva, while plates colored white, yellow or green
would evoke no such reaction. Vie may then state tho law of
the conditioned reflex If a new indifferent external stim-
• lus is many times present along with one which has already
evoked a definite response, the subsequent presentation of
the new stimulus causes the reflex to be given .(The law stat-
ed according to Bayliss). The scheme of tho nervous connec-
tions involved in the formation of an association between the
bell and the sight of food may be indicated by the following
diagram:
Familiar stimulus
Mate of food Central
Bell
(
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r±ho two stimuli acting simultaneously not only gradually
v;ear down the resistance of the synapses in the central ner-
vous system but they also accustom the final co .on path to
rosoond to either stimulus with equal ease. Hence, when lat-
er on only the bell is presented, the salivary reflex takes
place as readily as if the plate of food were also shown. In
the cace of the reflex conditioned by the blue plate, both*
stimuli* the familiar and the novel, are received through the
eye
The greet bulk of the ne vous system is in the brain,
and the brain is almost wholly made up of connectors, that is
association fibers, .his accounts for the tremendous number
of associations 1 the individual who i3 educated* The nervous
system is so organized and, especially the brain. Is so full
of interconnecting pathways that the novel stimuli can be em-
ployed to evoke any familiar react ion, provided the connection
between the two is made often enough to establish the necessa-
ry neutral habit.
The formation of conditioned reflexes is also hastened
by Mm of language, Lords are not only associated with
things, but also with each other. This results in our doub-
ling the connections between the objects of the external en-
vironment. For we not only see, hear, and touch any things
at the same tiaft, but we also mention them, and this means
that hundreds instead of doEens of nervous pathways are then
learning to transmit their stimulations toward the same final
common motor pathway. It is for this reason, perhaps, that
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telligence and learning.
Al 1 associations are based on this afore-raontioned law,
ot only does the sight of the dinner table make us think
of eating,but even the enu card on which our favorite foods
are mentioned can causo our mouths to water, so fully have
our various eating refloxca boon conditioned by these novel
stimuli. Our whole school education and process of learn-
ing consists of the fornation of these responses in an or-
derly manner passing from the. familiar to the unfv, iliar,
and from the simple to the complex. The familiar is con-
nected with the novel by being mentioned along with it, and,
due to the frequent repetitions of the connection, associa-
tion becomes firmly established.
ravlov's law Is then the fundamental lav/ of all think-
ing, liatever tilings have been experienced tor-ether or in
reasonably quick succession tend to recall each other when
only one of them is mentioned. We learn what is nev; by ty-
ing it to something which is familiar, and thus advance in
intelligence. The aquisition of a nev; language is difficult
only because so many hundreds of conditioned reflexes have
to be formed in so short a time. Moreover,we unify and weld
our many experiences together because the novel stimulus al-
ways evokes the more familiar reaction. Things always get
their meaning from the number of deeply ingrained associa-
tions they arouse. Contrariwise, the stimulus which arouses
no associations whatever means nothing to us. Che learning
process I3 then, the constant Interplay between novel stim-
ulations and familiar associations; both are required in
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order that tlie stream or tnought should flow at its normal
rate, For, if we learned nothing new, we would be idiots,
and if v/e forgot all that was familiar, we would be dement-
Sdj it is therefore due to this constant knitting together
of experience that we possess any degree of menial unity
whatever
.
V;e are now ready to explain what is meant by the word
idea . ..hen we say that ideas are associated in our minds,
we really mean that we are thinkinp of absent objects or of
stimulations which are no longer present. The word idea is
rather a tricky one to define, for, if you will look it up in
a good dictionary, you will find that it means a dozen or
more different things. But it is psychology in connection
1th the topic we are discussing that tells us that ideas
are really reactions which are carried out without tlie nor-
mal stimulus to such reactions being present. Let us call
them "as if" reactions. For example, if I mention the word
"apple" and you say you are thinking, i.e., have an idea of
the object I mean, you roally react as if the apple were
present. Likewise, when a person says "I have an idea that
it is going to rain." lie Is then reacting to some degree as
he would if rain were falling. Strictly speaking, the noun
idea is an unfortunate word, for ideas have no existence in
dependently of themselves. .That v/e should rather say is
that we indicate the apple and the rain. In this sense, ideas
are equivalent to imaginations, that is, fictions of tfef mind
which represent objects in their absence. All imaginations
due then to conditioned reflexes and the so-called "pictures
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of fancy' which we produce, are more or less vivid according
as the conditioned roarousal of the response in strong and
\.eak, ti^at is, according as the amount of energy we then ex-
pend is great or small • There is no sensation without motor
response and whenever there is a motor response,we xiave some
form of consciousness ae a result. When, then, you say 'ap-
ple ' and imag in© the sight of the fruit, the stimulus of
your voice . ouses much the same motor response as would be
produced were the object itself stimulating tho rotina t.nd
that is why you seem to see it before you. For just as the
sight of an apple brings up its name, so does its name bring
up a faint : ioturo of the object itself. This response nay
be produced by the motor fibers of the optic nerve upon the
sensitive plate of the retina. It is, of courso, due to the
millions of conditioned reflexes we have acquired that the
flow of imaginations in our minds is so continuous.
There are several things which determine which associ-
ations shall be formed. One of these is our needs and de-
sires. Then left to our selves,whether in infancy or in mid-
dle life, our associations tend to be made on the basis of
our spontaneous interests. Tho child wants to find out the
'
Cj of everything v ieh he sees or i\andles, .nd his explor-
ation of the environment leads to the formation of an entire-
ly different set of conditioned reflexes than would be made
if he were hampered by restrictions of various sorts. Like-
wise, the adult person, while off on his summer vacation,
makes acquaintances with nature and people that would never
be made in the environment of his regular work. Another im-
c-
<
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fluonce which establishes associations is our educational
system, ^he books in the public school curriculum are
planned for the purpose of establishing habits of thought
quito different from those which would be formed Yrfithout
their Guidance, oreover, the author of one text-book in
arithmetic ai s to build up one sort of as soc lotions,while
the author of another book on the same subject proceeds to
the establishment of another set. A third important factor
in determining associations Is the influence of other people,
such as parents, brothers, employers, political leaders, and
so on, from whom we get both early and late in life all man-
ner of influences for the establishment of associative ten-
dencies. Our ,!home ties : are one and all associations as
well as our politics, patriotism, and religion, our aim in
life, our philosophy and our "ideal" among the opposite sex.
I'very mental characteristic v/e possess may be analysed into
a group of conditioned responses . iJid as our elementary ed-
ucation forms them, so often our higher education tends to
demolish them in order to plant better and more intelligent
tendencies in their stead. In fact, civilisation my be in-
terpreted as the struggle to establish the more permanently
profitable conditioned reflexes in the human race.
The factors that determine v/hich one of the many possible
associations will arise at any piven moment are usually stat-
ed to be four in number: 1. the number of times the associa-
tion has been made; 2. the recent occurrence of the associa-
tion 3. its vividness; 4. our present interest and emotion-
f
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al tono. James writes of the first two of those factors,
'"^noughts tend, then, to awaken their most recent as well
as their most habitual associations. This is a matter of
notorious experience, too notorious in fact,to need illus-
tration. If we have seen our friend this rooming, the men-
tion of his name now recalls the circumstances of that inter-
view, rather than any more remote details concerning hie. Ex-
cite ont of peculiar tracts or peculiar modes to general ex-
citement in the brain leave a sort of tenderness or exalted
sensibility behind them which takes days to die away* As long
as it lasts, those tracts or those modes are liable to have
tfatlY activities awakened by causes which at other times
might loave them in repose. Hence,recency in experience is
a prime factor in determining revival in thought." On the
subject of vividness James remarks, 'If a man in his boyhood
once talked with Napoleon, any mention of great men or his-
torical events* battles or thrones, on the whirligig of for-
t-jne, or islands in the ocean, will be apt to draw to his
lips the Incident of that one memorable interview. If the
word "tooth 'now suddenly appears on the page before the read-
er's 370, there are fifty chances out of a hundred that, if
he gives time to awaken any image, it will be the image of
seme dental operation in which he has been the sufferer. Dai-
ly ho has touched his teeth and masticated -ith them; this
very mcming he brushed, used, and picked them; but the more
rare and more remote associations arise promptly because tliey
were o much more intense."
£nd of the fourth factor James writes , "The same objects
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do not call forth the same associations when v/e arc cheerful
as .hen v/e are elancholy. iJothinn,in fact, is more striking
Ham our inability to keep up trains of joyous imagery when
v/e are depressed in soirits. Storm, darkness, war, images of
disease, poverty, and dread, afflict unremittingly the imagin-
ations of melancholiacs • And those of sanguine temperament,
when their spirits are high, find it impossible to glvt any
permanence to evil forebodings or to gloomy thoughts. In an
instant lie train of associations dance off to flowers and
sunshine and images of spring and hope. The records of Afri-
can or Arctic travel perused in one mood awaken no thoughts
but those or horror at the malignity of nature; read at an-
other time they suggest only enthusuastic reflections on the
indomitable power and pluck of man."
It is, however, apparent that if there are so many factors
controlling both the formation and the reappearance of associ-
ations, mind is much more complex than the naive person might
suppose. And indeed, the longer one studies the mind and the
deeper one probes into its workings, the more complicated does
one find it to be. Nevertheless, the complexity with which
we meet is all a complexity of detail ,—the fundamental facts
and laws and the underlying principles we have previously en-
umerated hold from first to last
.
c
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chapter v
TBt TVU&VKM and REALITY PRINCIPLE
The pleasure principle represents the primary ori; inal
form of me-tal activity, and is characteristic of the earli-
est stages of human learning and development ,both in the in-
dividual and the race. Therefore, it is found in itB typical
expression in the mental lifo of the infant and to a less
extent in the savage. It* main attribute is a never-ceasing
demand for immediate gratification of desires that rive pleas-
ure to the unconscious regardless of cost or consequence • Thus
it may be said to be egocentric, selfish, personal ,anti- social.
'_he infant illustrates in a very observable manner the
existence of the pleasure principle as the basic rotive for
all its actions. Nothing but his own desires concern him,and
he demands with unqualified insistence their fulfillment in
the shape of food, warmth, petty attentions, and any object
that ay come to hi3 notice.
But while the infant O-fers the most p rfect o::ample of
the pleasure principle in operation, because it works through
him with no disguise, it can be noted more or less prominent-
ly among all people. *!o individual is free from this trait.
It is, of course, good that tl is is so or life would be more
dull and drab than it is at its worst.
A normal, well-rounded personality is one In vhloh all
the basic characteristics are present In the proper degree,
one balancing the other, thus preserving a desirable equilib-
rium. But as o so .oil know, not everyone is in this fav-
r(
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ored category. Leaving aside those who are the victims of
so outrage usly pernicious environment that any aporoach to
normal life is impossible , there are still countless numbers
of people in all walks of life who fall short, some seriously
so of this standard.
These unadapted people, some fitting like the proverb-
ial square peg in a round hole,have never learned to adjust
themselves. It has not been their fortune to learn how fal-
lacious is the policy of following the pleasure principle a-
long some line of least resistance to the point of excess*
People who maintain their grip on reality avoid the al-
luring pitfalls to which undue surrender to the pleasure prin
ciple leads. here the temptation is strong, there are often
elaborate precautions taken to escape the dreaded fate. This
is true when the exact situation is not consciously realized
and v;i en the precautions are the result of instinctive rath-
er than logical effort.
Primitive man offers an excellent example. He has o-
reoted an intricate set of taboos to avert the consequence!
of his fierce self-seeking impulses. He realizes vaguely
there are inexplicable inner forces pulling him this way and
that. He does not know what these emotions are, nor why nor
whence they come, but senses the danger in their dominance.
..e have only to study our dreams, phantasies, and often
unreasonable emotions of jealousy, vanity, etc., and our tend-
ency not to face reality, or our disinclination to recognize
the facts when they are displeasing.
Thousands of years of civilization with the accompanying
f
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develooraent of cultural, ethical, religious, and social fact-
ors have done much to modify and adapt the power of this pleas-
ure principle, but no amount of civilization can eliminate or
crush this dynamic force.
As a matter of fact, the objection is that our civiliza-
tion is becoming so constantly ramified by scientific achieve
tr.ents, mechanical inventions, and natural discoveries, etc.,
that we can hardly adapt our primitive, slow evolving charac-
teristics to the more rapidly changing environment. And this
condition is intensified because as a social unit we have pre-
ferred to avoid any serious discussion or study of psychic
phenomena so as better to cope with the problems that con-
front us.
The reality principle, to all intents and purposes, is
the antithesis of the pleasure principle. They are both pre»-
ent in all of us all of the time. The condition which makes
us either 'normal" human beings or neurotic nisfits in society
is largely ovorned by the proper balance on the one hand or
the lack of relative proportion on the other of those two
principles in our psychic make-up.
Directly as they manifest themselves in our Unconscious,
these two nrinciples are ever exerting their r >s ective in-
fluence, Freud has described the reality orinciple as having
for its function the adaptation of organism to the exigencies
of reality—that is of the world animate and inanimate,which
lies outside and around every individual. It is evident that
if the individual were not capable of acting upon the reality
c
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principle to a very large degree throughout life, he would
as a consequence be unable to exist. He must realize the un-
compromising for?e of sea, air, gravity, fire, in order to
maintain life. He must learn the claims, needs, and superior
force of his fellowmen, even in the most primitive society
or community. Thus by the very act of living, even without
definite instruction to that end,we are learning consciously
and unconsciously a working knowledge of the reality principle.
It is exemplified in the old adage of "learning by experience"
rather than by hoar-say or b^ being told.
Sometimes, as we all know, this is a very painful way
of learning,although its effectiveness is unquestioned. The
child who puts his hand on a hot stove is learning by a very
drastic method to adapt himself to reality.
The development of the reality principle is through the
channels of reason. Those who are the most logical and of
the most rational turn of i:;ind best exemplify the reality
principle. Thi3 principle is expressed In directed jM-iVlng
in contrast to the phantasyzing and intuitive expressions of
the pleasure principle.
It is the inevitable conflict between those two great
principles in our psychic make-up which is the cause of re-
pressions s and repressions which become so severe that they
cause serious disharmony in our Unconscious, result in a
neurosis
.
As to pain and pleasure, there is no other sense that
has been endowed with such a profound significance for the
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life of man as has the sense of pain. From time immemorial
it, of all the senses,has been takon aa the index of disease
and the forerunner of death, while the most elaborate incan-
tations, the most fervent prayers, and the greatest scientific
acui.en of which man is capable have been devoted to its al-
leviation and relief. Indeed pain is the only sense v/hich
has an qually im ortant place in medical science, ethics,
philosophy, and religion. Pain and evil have an inseparable
connection.
The religious philosophers of India begin by calling
pain the fundamental fact of human life and they devote all
the remainder of their systems to its explanation, and devise
their religious rites for its atonement. Contrariwise, one
of the fundamental doctrines of Christian science is the ab-
solute unreality of pain which is held to be the fabrication
of an erring mind.
The importance which is thus attached to pain is not to
bo wondered at, since pain is unique among all the senses .In
tho first place, there is no specially nodified receptor or-
gan for pain. For while there are rods and cones in the ret-
ina,the organs of Corti in the ear, taste buds on the tongue,
and tiny corpuscles of various shapes for the reception of
touch, warmth, and cold, the only receptors for pain are the
free nerve endings—the dendrites of the sensory neurones
themselves. In the second place, there is no special switch-
board or "center" in the brain as there is for sight,hearing
and the other senses, gain, pain is produced by a greater

variety of stimuli tuan is any other sensation. For not
only will the merest contact of a needle point on the sur-
face of the skin above a r ain spot produco the wiry thrill
that is called skin pain, but all high intensities of stim-
ulation in the other sense fields are equally painful. Too
much light painfully blinds us, too much sound painfully
deafens, the first whiff from an ammonia bottle is painful
.lust as intense heat or cold is painful. In fact, until a
comparatively few years ago, pain was regarded even by scien-
tists as only a superstinsulation of any of the senses. Lore
over, the electrical current is invariably painful no matter
to what sensitive su^Jace of the body it is applied.. e seem
to have developed no or an for the reception of electricity
as we have for the other forms of the energies of nature,
such as light, sound, and temperature. And besides all this
some of the organs of the body, such as the cornea, the ear-
drum, and the pulp of the teeth always produce the pain re-
sponse when stimulated.
V.'e can best understand the mechanism of pain through a
consideration of its biological importance. To begin with,
pain is really a warning to us that some parts of our bodies
are injured or out of function. But not all parts of the
body give such a warning. For while the accumulation of tox
ic products, inflaiiimations and bums, tumors and hemorrha-
ges, the strong or prolonged contraction of a hollow organ,
an even such sudden alterations of the blood-pressure as
follow the removal of a tourniquet, all produce pain, yet
rv
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many other equally important and dangerous stimuli may be ab-
solutely painless. The deeper viscera of the abdomen and
thorax are Insensible to pinching, cutting v;ith sharp instru-
ments or other mechanical, chemical or thermal stimuli. Like-
wise, v/hile surgeons find that the membranes of the brain are
very sensitive to mechanical injury, especially to stretch-
ing and pulling, yet the brain substance itself is quite in-
sensible to pain from either mechanical or chemical stimu-
lation, similarly, tuberculosis of the lungs is painless
while intense pain is associated with tuberculosis of the hip.
The sense of pain, then, does not warn of every danger to
which the body is exposed.
ere then, we have the clues to both the specific re-
sponse requisite for pain and to its biological significance
as v;ell. It will be observed that pain is felt most in the
extremities and on the unprotected surfaces of the body. How
these parts consist principally of muscles . The response
which turns stimulations into painful sensations must, then,
be principally a muscular response. What evidence is there
of this truth?
In George ..Crile's "A Meohanistlc View of War and Peace"
occurs the following account of the place of pain in the
fighting soldier's experience: "Pain as a phenomenon of war
exhibits several variations of great interest, the key of
which is found in the conception of pain as a part of an adap-
tive muscular action. Identical injuries inflicted under vary-
ing conditions yield pain of unequal intensities. The most
r»
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strlking rohenoraenon exhibited by soldiers in the absence of
pain under the following conditions: (a) In the midst of a
furious charge the soldier feels no pain if wounded; and
sore • nd bleeding feet aro noticed not at all. In the over-
wl earning excitement of battle, he may be shot, stabbed, or
crushed without feeling pain, (b) The blow of a high vel-
ocity bullet or projectile accompanied by the heat of battle
causes no pain or impact, though there may be a burning sen-
sation at the point of entrance and the soldier may feel
a^ if he had been Jarred or struck. Frequently he first
learns of his wound from n comrade, (c) In the state of com-
plete exhaustion in which loss of sleep is the chief factor,
pain is quite ab lished.''
Now what is happening in the body of such a soldier to
prevent the registration of painful feelings? The answer is
two-fold. In the first place, the final common pathways of
motor discharge are all preoccupied. In telephone parlance,
"somebody has the line . nd in the second place, there is
no energy left to be rele: sod and transmitted along those
pathways v/hich would function pain if they were ready to be
set into operation, ut w at sort of response would be gen-
rated if sucii pathways did finally become active? the an-
swer is that some defensive muscular activity would be set
going, some muscular tension would be established in the
wounded part, such as are plainly manifest in colic, in the
wrinkling of the brows and the drawing of the free in tooth-
ache and neural ia, and in the teose twitching of the limbs
generally when severe pain is felt. That is the response to
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pain, the muscular activity without which pain cannot be felt.
Crile continues: "During the overwhelming activation in
a charge, t e stimulus of the sight of the enemy is so intense
that no other stimulus can obtain the final common path of
the brain, the path of action. Therefore, if a bullet wound
is at the moment when the injury cannot obtain possession of
the final common path, it can excite no muscular aetion and
therefore no ain. Huntors attacked by wild boasts testify
to the fact that the tearing of the flesh cannot dlsposses
the excessive activation of the brain by the realization of
danger. For this reason, the teeth of the beast do not cause
any adaptive i.uscular response and there is no pain. Not only
in war does emotion overcome pain; so does groat anger and the
exaltation of religious fanatics in their emotional rites."
All this throws additional light upon the biological sig-
nificance of pain; for since muscular action is essential to
nain, we feel pain from those injuries which are reduced eith-
er by rest or by muscular rigidity. Cramps, then, are not
only painful, they are the body's own automatic first aid"
measures to bring relief to the overworked or injured part.
Similarly with headache, its function is to bring us pros-
trate in order that rest and recuperation may ensue. Pains,
the , are not only warning si ns, but they are also devices
for enforcing rest and hastening a cure.
fihe fact that harmful stimuli cannot produce pain unless
they can get control of the final cor.imon path furnishes a use-
ful hint for a piled psychology. A person in a dentist's
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chair may protect himself from pain by either of two methods;
i.e., make the body as rigid as possible and clutch the arms
of the chair with force thereby drawing off as much energy as
possible; no energy will then be left and no motor pathways
available ith which to register pain from the toeth; or else
sustain muscular flabbincss and collapse so that no harmful
sti uli can arouse any muscles to register those tensions and
defensive movements which aro required for the pain response.
We may also g t a hint for applied | 3ychclogy from the fact
that the latent period of pain is very long* For of two stimu-
lations given at the same time, one of them painful and the
other some strong auditory or visual stimulation it is more
than likely that the pain stimulation will get to the spinal
cord later than the other, and v/ill find no motor pathway open.
Consequently no pain will be felt. Parents and nurses .ake
use of this fact in dealing with young children who fall down
and hurt tho selves. They pick up the child and distract it
as much as possible by agreeable stimulations which occupy all
tho available motor outlets and thus prevent the feeling of pain
It is customary to contrast pain with pleasure, but it
oust be born in mind that ;. leasure is not a sensation. It is
rather a quality that may be attached to any sensation, even
under abnormal conditions, as for example, to that of pain,
nevertheless, it is no accident that pain and pleasure aro
regarded as correlative. For just as pain normally signi-
fies some disaster to the body, 30 pleasure signifies that
the whole kinetic system is expending energy at a rate and
in a manner that are well within its capacity to maintain.
c
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SULi.lARY
The brain is an instrument for regulating and perfecting
our mental functions. It is the instrument which guides
man's energies and harmonizes his many efforts. If the
central norvous system were to be analyzed we would be
able to identify the structural units. Such structural
units of the central nervous system are called neurones.
Functionally it is regarded as a part of a mechanism
for transmitting impulses* We may add to this, that
the nervous system is also a mechanism for the release
of energy in response to sensory stimulation.
The cental life of nan has well been called one long learn-
ing process, this process starts long before birth. As
early as the second week of embryonic life evidences of
the norvous system aro present. In fact no other part of
the body is so well marked at this time. All of this
brain and nerve formation has to be laid down in the
protoplasm before energy can be transformed into energy-—
in a word, before we can learn. Let us now consider some
of the first tilings the infant learns.
First, how do we learn to breathe? Breathing seems to us
such a natural activity that little consideration is
given to the mechanism by which this function is started
One of the most profound changes occuring at birth is that
of temperature. That, aatf the difference in the surround-
ing air pressure—-in a word, the shock of being plunged
into a different medium and being enveloped by new pres-
sures aro the stimuli to breathing, ltho breathing

is chiefly ft physiological phenomenon and is concerned
much more vith life 1 . ith incT, yet, since all emo-
tional disturbances and many defects of speech are
registered i.- the breathing its importance for psycho-
logy is at once clear,
econdly, how do we learn to swallow:'
slightly new type of nervous activity is involved in
learning to swallow. There are not only sensory and mo-
tor nerves for each oesophagus ring but there ar also
sensory and motor pathways leading from ring to ring,
Zo pr:ciso do the function or syn pse and i:ou: -o.;? be-
come with practice that the prosence of food in the up-
per part of the oesophagus automatically starts a wave
of contraction down the whole tube. Such an automatic
succession of contractions is called a c iain reflex.
The Grasping Keflex.
his is one of the earliest tendencies we possess, neth-
er this instinctive acticn is a relic of the tree life of
our simian ancestry is a question too difficult to be de-
cided here. Zk0 point for us is that it is a purely spin-
al reflex and does not involve the brain at all. We have
therefore, three causes of the strength and tenacity of
the grasping reflex. The first is the great number arid
strength of the f1 xor muscles, the second is the circu-
lar reflex, and the thljrd is the pre-natal practicing by
wiich the reflex is developed and prfected.
Another of the first things we learn to do is to fixate eh-
*
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jocts v;ith our eyes. A light streams diagonally into the
baby's eye and stimulates it, producing thereby discomfort.
The baby at once seeks to get rid of the light until, by
turning this way and that, the light strikes the bovea,where-
upon ho coases his squirming. It is thus by drawl g from
the light in the first place that we later learn to use the
light to bo st advantage. The adult turns his gaze not only
upon whatever he wishes tc road and examine, but also upon
the source of overy sound, swell and movomjnt which attracts
him. This turning of the eye upon the stimulus, moreover, is
what is ordinarily meant by the word "attention .
How wc learn the perception of space.
The ability to perceive space relations comes by dint of
long training. The first hint of near and far come quite
early in life. The infant soon begins to explore his own
body, ^pon rolling his head to the right, he sees one sort
of thing while at the same time losing sight of others. This
starts a faint trace of the meaning of here and there in hit
mind, and so on through a long list of gestures, looks, os-
tures. Following are several theories on this point.
a. The genetic theory is that of the liiglish ssociatlonist
clicol represented by hecke, Hume, Hartley, James ill and
Alexander Eain.
b. undt tried to improve the above theory by (1 giving
moro recognition to the principle of creative synthesis and
(2) by postulating a grater variety of the adjuvant sensa-
tions which were supposed to enter into the synthesis.
c. James rejected the Ascociationist theory stating that
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there are but three l:inds of theory possible concerning
d. Hermann Lotze has riven the boat statement of the
"psychic stimulus ' theory by the use of the term "local
sign' ? . -Otie s local sign is, then, not a sensation; it
is purely a nervous process initiated by the stimulus to
the retina, its specific nature depending upon the local-
ity of the retinal spot stimulated, we perceive space by
means of only four senses: sifht, hearing, kinaesthesis,
and touch. Lmell, warmth, and cold may give us direction,
but all other senses are entirely spaceless,
low we learn the association of ideas. The mechanism by
which associations are learned is called the 'conditioned
reflox . Thus two stimuli acting simultaneously not only
gradually wear down the resistance of the synapses in the
central nervous system but they also accustom the final
common pathway to respond to cither stimulus with equal ease,
.he formation of the "conditioned reflex" is also hastened
by language for words are not only associated with thing*
but with each other, ravlov's law is then the fundamental
law of all thinking, for, whatever things have been experienced
together or in reasons If quick succession tend to recall each-
other ..hen only one of then is mentioned. The factors that
determine which one of the many possible associations will a-
rise at any civen moment are usually stated to be four in
number
.
1. The nurabr of times the association has been made, 2. the
recent occurrence of the association, 3, its vividnoss,
c
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4# our present interest and emotional tone
The pleasure and reality principle. A normal, well-rcunded
personality is one in .rich all the basic characteristics
are present in the proper derree, one balancing the other,
thus preserving a desirable equilibrium. People who main-
tain their grip on reality avoid the alluring pitfalls to
which undue surrender to the pleasure principle leads. Thous-
ands of years of civilization with bhe accompanying develop-
ment of cultural, ethical, religious and social fectors have
done much to adapt the power of this pleasure principle, but
no amount of civilization can eliminate or ems'- this dynam-
ic force. The reality principle is the antithesis of the
pleasure principle. They are both present in a 1 of us all
of the time. The condition which mahos us either "normal'
or neurotic misfits in society is largely movemed by the
balance between the two . As to pain and pleasure ; there is
no other sense that has been endowed with such a profound
sign!?ieanco for the life of man as has the sense of pain.
It is customary to contrast pain with pleasure, but it must
be borne in mind that loasure is .ot a sensation. It is rath-
er a quality that may be attached to any sensation. Neverthe-
less, it is no accident that pain and pleasure are regarded as
correlative. For just as pain normally signifies soma disaster
to the body, so pleasure signifies that the whole kinetic sys-
tem is expending energy at a rate and in a manner that are
well within its capacity to maintain.
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